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DisclaimerDisclaimer

I am not your lawyer (yet, anyway).I am not your lawyer (yet, anyway).

TodayToday’’s discussion is for informational s discussion is for informational 

purposes only, and is not legal advice.purposes only, and is not legal advice.

In this forum, I cannot learn all relevant facts In this forum, I cannot learn all relevant facts 

about any particular situation to offer fully about any particular situation to offer fully 

considered advice.  So donconsidered advice.  So don’’t sue me.t sue me.

If you or your congregation need to rely on legal If you or your congregation need to rely on legal 

advice relating to any of the issues we discuss advice relating to any of the issues we discuss 

today, you should hire counsel.today, you should hire counsel.
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Introduction to CopyrightIntroduction to Copyright

What is copyright?What is copyright?
�� Reward for Reward for ““authorsauthors””

�� Bundle of rights to prevent others from Bundle of rights to prevent others from ……

What does copyright protect?What does copyright protect?
�� Original works of authorshipOriginal works of authorship

�� Literary, musical, dramatic, choreographic, Literary, musical, dramatic, choreographic, 

pictorial, graphic, sculptural, audiovisual, pictorial, graphic, sculptural, audiovisual, 

and architectural works; sound recordingsand architectural works; sound recordings
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Introduction to CopyrightIntroduction to Copyright

What is What is notnot protected by copyright?protected by copyright?

�� Ideas, procedures, processes, systems, Ideas, procedures, processes, systems, 

methods, principles, ormethods, principles, or

discoveries (patents)discoveries (patents)

�� Slogans and short phrases (trademarks)Slogans and short phrases (trademarks)

�� NonNon--original worksoriginal works

�� NonNon--original or functional componentsoriginal or functional components

�� Unauthorized derivative worksUnauthorized derivative works
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Introduction to CopyrightIntroduction to Copyright

Copyright Copyright isis an an ““exclusive rightexclusive right”” to to ……
(that is, the copyright owner can stop(that is, the copyright owner can stop
others from others from ……))
�� ReproduceReproduce in copies or in copies or ““phonorecordsphonorecords””

�� Prepare Prepare derivative worksderivative works

�� Distribute copiesDistribute copies to the public by sale or other to the public by sale or other 
transfer of ownership, rental, lease or lendingtransfer of ownership, rental, lease or lending

�� Publicly performPublicly perform

�� Publicly displayPublicly display

�� Publicly Publicly ““performperform”” sound recordings bysound recordings by
digital audio transmissiondigital audio transmission

�� Combine (music) with video; i.e., Combine (music) with video; i.e., ““syncsync””
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Introduction to CopyrightIntroduction to Copyright

Rights arise as soon as the work is Rights arise as soon as the work is ““fixed fixed 
in a tangible medium of expressionin a tangible medium of expression””

Since 1978, there has been no marking Since 1978, there has been no marking 
requirement (requirement (©©))

©© symbol only means that the author symbol only means that the author 
claims copyright in the work (claims copyright in the work (notnot that it that it 
has been registered)has been registered)

Treaties offer some international Treaties offer some international 
reciprocity under the laws of other nationsreciprocity under the laws of other nations
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Introduction to CopyrightIntroduction to Copyright--

RegistrationRegistration

A claim to own copyright in a work may A claim to own copyright in a work may 
be registered in the Copyright Office of be registered in the Copyright Office of 
the Library of Congressthe Library of Congress

The application receives little reviewThe application receives little review
�� Substantial creative contributionSubstantial creative contribution

�� Apparent correctness of Apparent correctness of ““authorauthor”” designationdesignation

�� FirstFirst--glance evaluation of right to fileglance evaluation of right to file

Copyright Office maintains a databaseCopyright Office maintains a database

Registration is required for suingRegistration is required for suing
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Introduction to CopyrightIntroduction to Copyright--TermTerm

When does copyright end?When does copyright end?
�� Death of the (last surviving) author,Death of the (last surviving) author,

plus 70 yearsplus 70 years

�� For anonymous and pseudonymous works, For anonymous and pseudonymous works, 
and works made for hire, the earlier ofand works made for hire, the earlier of

95 years from first publication, or95 years from first publication, or

120 years from creation120 years from creation

�� Other terms apply in special circumstancesOther terms apply in special circumstances
Works created before 1978Works created before 1978

Renewals, extensionsRenewals, extensions
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Introduction to CopyrightIntroduction to Copyright
Copyright is a Copyright is a ““property rightproperty right””

�� It can be It can be assignedassigned (bought, sold, or given)(bought, sold, or given)

Ownership of all or some rights is transferred to Ownership of all or some rights is transferred to 

another person or entity.another person or entity.

�� It is It is transferabletransferable at death with or without a willat death with or without a will

Rights are administered like other propertyRights are administered like other property

in the estate.in the estate.

�� It can be It can be licensedlicensed (contractual or compulsory)(contractual or compulsory)

A dizzying array of licensing terms and options are A dizzying array of licensing terms and options are 

available, limited only by the partiesavailable, limited only by the parties’’ imagination.imagination.

Licensees should be careful to obtain all rightsLicensees should be careful to obtain all rights

they need.they need.
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Exceptions to Copyright Exceptions to Copyright 

InfringementInfringement

Fair UseFair Use

�� Copying Copying ““for criticism, comment, news for criticism, comment, news 

reporting, teaching, scholarship, or researchreporting, teaching, scholarship, or research””

�� Factors that courts are required to Factors that courts are required to weighweigh

include:include:

The purpose and character of the useThe purpose and character of the use

The nature of the workThe nature of the work

The amount and substantiality of the portion usedThe amount and substantiality of the portion used

The effect on the market for the original workThe effect on the market for the original work
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Exceptions to Copyright Exceptions to Copyright 

InfringementInfringement

Worship exception: Worship exception: ““the following are the following are not not 

infringements infringements of copyright: of copyright: ……

““(3) (3) performanceperformance of aof a

nondramaticnondramatic literary or musicalliterary or musical work work oror ……

dramaticodramatico--musical work of a religious naturemusical work of a religious nature, , oror

displaydisplay of a work,of a work,

in the course of in the course of servicesservices

at a at a place of worshipplace of worship or other religious assemblyor other religious assembly””
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(Review)(Review)

Copyright is an Copyright is an ““exclusive rightexclusive right”” to to ……
(that is, the copyright owner can stop others (that is, the copyright owner can stop others 
from from ……))
�� ReproduceReproduce in copies or in copies or ““phonorecordsphonorecords””

�� Prepare Prepare derivative worksderivative works

�� Distribute copiesDistribute copies to the public by sale or other to the public by sale or other 
transfer of ownership, rental, lease or lendingtransfer of ownership, rental, lease or lending

��Publicly performPublicly perform

��Publicly displayPublicly display

�� Publicly Publicly ““performperform”” sound recordings bysound recordings by
digital audio transmissiondigital audio transmission

�� Combine (music) with video; i.e., Combine (music) with video; i.e., ““syncsync””
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Exceptions to Copyright Exceptions to Copyright 

InfringementInfringement

Worship exception: Worship exception: ““the following are the following are not not 

infringements infringements of copyright: of copyright: ……

performanceperformance of aof a

nondramaticnondramatic literary or musicalliterary or musical work work oror ……

dramaticodramatico--musical work of a religious naturemusical work of a religious nature, , oror

displaydisplay of a work,of a work,

in the course of in the course of servicesservices

at a at a place of worshipplace of worship or other religious assemblyor other religious assembly””
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Exceptions to Copyright Exceptions to Copyright 

InfringementInfringement
Charity event exception:Charity event exception:
““performanceperformance of a of a nondramatic literary or nondramatic literary or 
musical workmusical work is not an infringement if:is not an infringement if:
�� it is it is not transmittednot transmitted to the public;to the public;

�� there is there is nono purpose of purpose of commercial advantagecommercial advantage;;

�� there is there is no paymentno payment to any performers; ANDto any performers; AND

�� eithereither (a) there is (a) there is nono direct or indirect direct or indirect admission admission 
chargecharge, , or or [there is an admission charge and[there is an admission charge and……]]

(b)(1) (b)(1) proceedsproceeds after expenses after expenses go to religious or go to religious or 
charitable purposecharitable purpose; ; andand

(b)(2) there is (b)(2) there is no objectionno objection from copyright from copyright 
owner.owner.””
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Introduction to TrademarkIntroduction to Trademark
Trademark law protects the link in the Trademark law protects the link in the 
mind of consumers between goods/services mind of consumers between goods/services 
and a single sourceand a single source

Protects investment in sourceProtects investment in source--identifying identifying 
marksmarks

Also for associations (e.g., churches) and Also for associations (e.g., churches) and 
certification authoritiescertification authorities

DoesDoes apply to logos, slogans, symbolsapply to logos, slogans, symbols

Arises through actual use in commerceArises through actual use in commerce

Registration is Registration is notnot a requirement for suinga requirement for suing
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Copyright at ChurchCopyright at Church

Encountered in the context of Encountered in the context of ……
�� Congregational singingCongregational singing

�� Choir rehearsals and practice mediaChoir rehearsals and practice media

�� Special programsSpecial programs

�� Movies in worshipMovies in worship

�� Movie nightsMovie nights

�� Audio and A/V recordingAudio and A/V recording

�� FundraisersFundraisers

�� Socials and outreach eventsSocials and outreach events
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Copyright at ChurchCopyright at Church

Consider the copyright owned by Consider the copyright owned by ……

�� ComposerComposer

�� Sheet music publisherSheet music publisher

�� Recording artistsRecording artists

�� Movie studiosMovie studios

�� Television networksTelevision networks

�� Your church!Your church!
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Copyright AnalysisCopyright Analysis

Is the material of the kind subject to Is the material of the kind subject to 

copyright laws?copyright laws?

Has the copyright term expired?Has the copyright term expired?

Does the use fall within the exclusive acts Does the use fall within the exclusive acts 

in the in the ““bundle of rightsbundle of rights””??

Does the use fall within any exception?Does the use fall within any exception?

Do you have a license?Do you have a license?

2020

Copyright at ChurchCopyright at Church

Worship foldersWorship folders

�� LyricsLyrics

�� TrademarksTrademarks

Goods and services usedGoods and services used

AssociationsAssociations
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Copyright at ChurchCopyright at Church

Hypothetical situations:Hypothetical situations:

�� Completely original sermon written by pastorCompletely original sermon written by pastor

�� Congregation sings a Luther hymn with Congregation sings a Luther hymn with 

projected lyrics in worshipprojected lyrics in worship

�� Congregation sings a CCM Top 20 song Congregation sings a CCM Top 20 song wwiitthh

pprroojjeecctteedd llyyrriiccs in worships in worship

�� Vocalist sings with a track in worshipVocalist sings with a track in worship

�� Vocalist sings with a track in youth musicalVocalist sings with a track in youth musical
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Copyright at ChurchCopyright at Church

More hypothetical situations:More hypothetical situations:
�� Worship pastor copies sheet music for the worship Worship pastor copies sheet music for the worship 

team to use at rehearsalteam to use at rehearsal

�� Worship pastor distributes CDs of music for practiceWorship pastor distributes CDs of music for practice

�� Choir director posts MP3s for download from a Choir director posts MP3s for download from a 
passwordpassword--protected web siteprotected web site

�� ChildrenChildren’’s ministry downloads graphics from the s ministry downloads graphics from the 
Internet for their web siteInternet for their web site

�� CD track backs a PowerPoint presentation from a CD track backs a PowerPoint presentation from a 
youth mission tripyouth mission trip

�� Super Bowl partySuper Bowl party
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Copyright at ChurchCopyright at Church

Super Bowl party hypothetical:Super Bowl party hypothetical:
�� The NFLThe NFL’’s trademark rights in s trademark rights in ““Super BowlSuper Bowl””

�� The broadcasterThe broadcaster’’s rights in the transmissions rights in the transmission
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Copyright at ChurchCopyright at Church

Super Bowl party hypothetical:Super Bowl party hypothetical:
�� (A) except as provided in subparagraph (B), (A) except as provided in subparagraph (B), 

communication of a transmission embodying communication of a transmission embodying 
a performance or display of a work by the a performance or display of a work by the 
public reception of the transmission on a public reception of the transmission on a 
single receiving apparatus of a kind single receiving apparatus of a kind 
commonly used in private homes, unlesscommonly used in private homes, unless——

(i) a direct charge is made to see or hear the (i) a direct charge is made to see or hear the 
transmission; or transmission; or 

(ii) the transmission thus received is further (ii) the transmission thus received is further 
transmitted to the public; transmitted to the public; 
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Copyright at ChurchCopyright at Church

Super Bowl party hypothetical:Super Bowl party hypothetical:
(B) (B) communication by an establishmentcommunication by an establishment of a transmission or of a transmission or 
retransmission embodying a retransmission embodying a performance or display of a performance or display of a 
nondramatic musical worknondramatic musical work intended to be received by the general intended to be received by the general 
public, originated by a radio or television broadcast station lipublic, originated by a radio or television broadcast station licensed as such censed as such 
by the Federal Communications Commission, or, if an audiovisual by the Federal Communications Commission, or, if an audiovisual 
transmission, by a cable system or satellite carrier, iftransmission, by a cable system or satellite carrier, if——
�� (i) in the case of an (i) in the case of an establishment other than a food service or drinking establishment other than a food service or drinking 

establishmentestablishment, either the establishment in which the communication occurs , either the establishment in which the communication occurs 
has less than 2,000 gross square feethas less than 2,000 gross square feet of space (excluding space used for of space (excluding space used for 
customer parking and for no other purpose), customer parking and for no other purpose), oror the establishment in which the the establishment in which the 
communication occurs has 2,000 or more gross square feet of spaccommunication occurs has 2,000 or more gross square feet of space (excluding e (excluding 
space used for customer parking and for no other purpose) andspace used for customer parking and for no other purpose) and—— …… (II) if the (II) if the 
performance or display is by audiovisual means, any performance or display is by audiovisual means, any visual portion visual portion of the of the 
performance or display is communicated by means of a total of performance or display is communicated by means of a total of not more than not more than 
4 audiovisual devices4 audiovisual devices, of which , of which not more than 1 audiovisual device is not more than 1 audiovisual device is 
located in any 1 roomlocated in any 1 room, and , and no such audiovisual device has a diagonal no such audiovisual device has a diagonal 
screen size greater than 55 inchesscreen size greater than 55 inches, , and and any any audio portion audio portion of the of the 
performance or display is communicated by means of a performance or display is communicated by means of a total of not more total of not more 
than 6 loudspeakersthan 6 loudspeakers, of which , of which not more than 4 loudspeakers are not more than 4 loudspeakers are 
located in any 1 room or adjoining outdoor spacelocated in any 1 room or adjoining outdoor space; ; 
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Copyright at ChurchCopyright at Church

Super Bowl party hypothetical:Super Bowl party hypothetical:
(ii) in the case of a food service or drinking (ii) in the case of a food service or drinking 
establishment, [slightly different thresholds apply] establishment, [slightly different thresholds apply] 

(iii) no direct charge is made to see or hear the (iii) no direct charge is made to see or hear the 
transmission or retransmission; transmission or retransmission; 

(iv) the transmission or retransmission is not further (iv) the transmission or retransmission is not further 
transmitted beyond the establishment where it is transmitted beyond the establishment where it is 
received; and received; and 

(v) the transmission or retransmission is licensed by (v) the transmission or retransmission is licensed by 
the copyright owner of the work so publicly performed the copyright owner of the work so publicly performed 
or displayed;or displayed;
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Options and SolutionsOptions and Solutions

Licensing organizationsLicensing organizations

CCLI and Willow Creek LicensesCCLI and Willow Creek Licenses

Compulsory licensingCompulsory licensing
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